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Overview
Why does a society need to focus on ensuring children have warm, attentive 
relationships with adults? Why is that crucial for healthy emotional development? 

These are the questions Simon Partridge and Suzanne Zeedyk addressed in a set 
of papers they published in 2021. Because the articles appeared in an academic 
journal, many members of the public missed their publication. This document was 
created in 2023 in order to help a wider audience share in discussions about the 
links between the sciences of ACEs and attachment. 

The paper by Suzanne Zeedyk tells the story of Scotland’s ACEs movement, 
which began in 2005 and burgeoned unexpectedly in 2017. Her central point is 
that this movement is grounded in an emphasis on the importance of relationships.

The paper by Simon Partridge, written as an editorial, traces previously 
unrealised links between attachment theory, led by Dr John Bowlby starting in the 
1930s, and the more recent science of Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACEs), 
which emerged in the 1990s. Partridge’s discovery is that the same terminology 
has been used by both. Recognising this history helps when thinking about how 
the insights from these two areas can be put into practical use.

This document provides insights into the ways in which organisations and 
individuals throughout Scotland and beyond are striving to put relationships at the 
centre of their practice and policy. It is hoped the story will be of value not only 
to Scottish citizens, but to anyone seeking inspiration from a story of unfolding 
cultural change.

The document contains content from the following three articles and relevant 
photographic illustrations.

Suzanne Zeedyk. (2021). The history of Scotland’s ACEs movement: Grounded 
in a focus on relationships. Attachment: New Directions in Psychotherapy and 
Relational Psychoanalysis, Vol 15, June, pp. 1–20.

Simon Partridge. (2021). Editorial: What happened to you? Attachment 
theory extended. Attachment: New Directions in Psychotherapy and Relational 
Psychoanalysis, Vol 15, June, pp. vii–xiii.

John Bowlby. (1982). Attachment and loss: Retrospect and prospect. American 
Journal of Orthopsychiatry, 52(4), pp. 664–678. Extract.
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Abstract 

As 2021 commences, Scotland finds itself in the midst of a dynamic movement driven by 
awareness of the science of Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACEs). That drive comes 
from unparalleled grassroots interest as well as moves toward reform in public services. 
This paper traces the history of Scotland’s ACEs journey, published, to our knowledge, 
for the first time in an academic journal. The start of the movement is dated to 2005, when 
the newly founded Violence Reduction Unit adopted a developmentally informed, public 
health approach to reducing Scotland’s high rate of violence. In 2017, a national tour of the 
documentary film Resilience sparked widespread public engagement. It is demonstrated 
that, from the outset, the Scottish movement has been grounded in a focus on relationships. 
This aligns it with an attachment perspective, posing an interesting contrast with the 
epidemiological origins of the ACE Study itself and the associated movement that has 
since emerged in the USA. The significance of this distinction has received insufficient 
consideration, perhaps because the trajectory of the Scottish ACEs movement has not been 
apparent. This article provides that narrative and reflects on its theoretical and practical 
implications. 

Introduction 

As 2021 begins, Scotland finds itself in the midst not only of a global pandemic but also a 
dynamic ACEs movement. This paper traces the history of that movement, underway now 
for almost two decades. 

The paper highlights the focus on relationships that is a core feature of that movement. 
Its presence would be easy to overlook or take for granted, but, arguably, it has been key 
to its success. A relational focus carries both theoretical and practical significance, in that 
it provides an explanation of the impacts of Adverse Childhood Experiences [ACEs] and 
identifies actions, at the personal and societal levels, that can be taken to prevent, mitigate 
and heal those impacts. A multitude of examples now exist that illustrate how awareness of 
the science of ACEs has transformed personal lives, professional practice and institutional 
policies, across a range of sectors in Scotland. The lessons we have learned can hopefully be 
of use to other regions engaged in their own ACEs journeys. 

The history of Scotland’s ACEs movement: 
Grounded in a focus on relationships

Suzanne Zeedyk
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I write the paper as one individual whose voice has become prominent within this 
movement. My aim is to convey the Scottish story to those unfamiliar with it. I feel a 
responsibility in my account to the many others who have engaged in this journey, and I 
recognise that others might have offered alternative perspectives. I have chosen to frame the 
account in four phases. They do not run strictly chronologically, but this structure conveys 
a sense of the diverse developments that occurred over time. Those phases are discernible 
only in hindsight. What now appear as beginnings felt, at the time, simply like grasping 
opportunities. There is a lesson even in that. 

A public health approach to violence: 2005 - 2016 

The beginning of Scotland’s ACEs journey can most clearly be dated to 2005, with the 
establishment of the Violence Reduction Unit. Two members of Strathclyde Police, Detective 
Chief Superintendent John Carnochan and Head of Intelligence Analysis Karyn McCluskey, 
with the resolute backing of their Chief Constable Willie Rae, sought to understand the 
violence that had plagued Glasgow for decades. The city had been dubbed the ‘murder 
capital of Europe’, with rates of knife crime and gang violence at record levels. Carnochan 
and McCluskey’s growing appreciation of the intersections between poverty, childhood 
adversity, stress and intergenerational trauma led them to the startling conclusion that 
violence should be viewed as a public health issue (Armstrong, 2018). The idea that violence 
could be approached though a lens other than criminal justice was one that unsettled critics 
and that was surprising even to them. As Carnochan (Leask, 2015) later commented: “I had 
never [before] consciously thought about why there was so much violence. I just presumed 
that’s what it was like and that it was my job to deal with it.”

The work of the World Health Organisation (WHO) was essential to their shift in 
perspective. The WHO’s contention was that violence was not inevitable, but preventable, 
and that relationships early in life were a key component of that prevention (World Health 
Organisation, 2004). Carnochan and McCluskey’s (2019) attention to the science of early 
brain development led them to describe experiences of emotional safety in childhood as a 
“vaccine” against future violence. They combined this with evidence from other domains, 
such as gang membership, masculinities, community cohesion and, in time, the Adverse 
Childhood Experiences Study (Felitti & Anda, 1998). They were further assisted by work 
in the mental health field in Scotland, which was already arguing that the predominant 
zero tolerance approach to violence in the workplace should be replaced by a frame that 
saw it as a function of interpersonal conflict (Paterson, Miller & Leadbetter, 2005). The 
central theme drawing these diverse literatures together was the fundamental importance 
of relationships. They were advocating for “caring people into change” (Geoghegan, 2015). 
It was a brave stance for anyone affiliated with the police to take, and they weren’t afraid of 
the controversy it sometimes brought, such as the newspaper headlines when Carnochan 
(2015) called for funding of more health visitors as opposed to more police officers. The 
focus of these two leaders on early relationships meant, in effect, that they were reclaiming 
Bowlby’s attachment insights, even if they rarely employed that terminology.
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Carnochan and McCluskey’s ability to hold their position was bolstered by the 
appointment of Harry Burns as Chief Medical Officer of Scotland in 2005. Coming 
from a background as a surgeon and then public health specialist, Burns’ core theme 
was wellbeing. He regularly explained attachment theory to audiences, albeit using the 
language of ‘stress’ rather than Bowlby’s ‘proximity seeking’. He wove this into an account 
of deindustrialisation, community disintegration, poverty and poor health outcomes, 
such as shockingly high incidences of heart disease, cancer and early mortality. He was 
highlighting the same patterns traced in the ACE Study. Ultimately, Burns was trying to 
make the case for “connectedness” as the path to human wellbeing (Hetherington, 2014). 
That is why he was such an active advocate of initiatives focused on childhood, such as the 
multi-agency Early Years Collaborative introduced in 2012 (Scottish Government, 2018a), 
and the ethos of ‘Getting It Right For Every Child’ (GIRFEC; Scottish Government, 2014), 
Scotland’s national approach to improving the wellbeing of children and young people

The strategy crafted jointly by Burns, McCluskey and Carnochan was, in part, to foster 
cross-sector, public conversation about what a public health approach to violence might 
look like. That was facilitated through events such as the international conference hosted by 
the Violence Reduction Unit in 2007, based at the Police Training College. The venue held 
symbolic importance, as did the explicit partnership with the WHO’s Violence Prevention 
Alliance. The event was supported by Scottish Government and attended by several 
hundred people, amongst them senior civil servants, ministers, community activists and 
myself. One of the invited speakers was Dr Vincent Felitti, speaking about the ACE Study, 
which had at that point been undertaken a decade previously. Some years later, McCluskey 
(2018a) would say that she wished she had better understood what she was hearing as she 
listened to him speaking.

Other speakers were emerging on the national scene in Scotland. Examples include Tina 
Hendry (McCluskey, 2020), a serving police officer who founded the charity ReAttachment 
to educate others about the impact of childhood trauma. She had come to understand 
it as a result of her personal experience as a kinship carer, resulting in her oft-quoted 
statement: “Poor outcomes are not inevitable.” Alan Sinclair (2018), economist and CEO 
of the employment organisation The WISE Group, spoke frequently of the links between 
experiences in the early years and the development of basic employment skills, such as 
arriving at work on time and negotiating conflict. James Docherty (2019), mentor with 
the Violence Reduction Unit, used his personal and professional experience of violence, 
addiction recovery and childhood distress to highlight ways that teachers and other adults 
in his childhood had failed to help because of their interpretations of his ‘challenging 
behaviour’. Dr Michael Smith (2018), an associate medical director for mental health services, 
worked to raise awareness of ACEs especially amongst practitioners and policymakers. His 
links with the Glasgow Centre for Population Health resulted in an influential seminar 
delivered by Jane Stevens, founder of the US-based ACEs Connection Network, in April 
2016. I had begun providing public lectures on ‘the science of connection’, drawing on 
my experience as a developmental psychologist and research scientist at the University 
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of Dundee. The topic of attachment was frequently included, although the traditional 
terminology of ‘security and insecurity’ was replaced with the metaphoric language of ‘sabre 
tooth tigers and teddy bears’ (Zeedyk, 2020).

These details are important because, in order to understand the origins of Scotland’s 
ACEs journey, there is a need to recognise what was fomenting at the time and to appreciate 
the emerging influence of disparate voices. There was at ‘the beginning’ no specific vision 
for an ACEs movement. There was, instead, talking and thinking and determination. 
During the decade 2005-2017, several hundred thousand people will have been exposed to 
the idea that childhood experiences hold long-term consequences. If those experiences are 
scary or stressful, without adult relationships to provide emotional reassurance, then the 
consequences are likely to be worrying ones, not only for those individuals but for society 
as a whole. It was an insight straight out of the pages of Bowlby, even if his name was 
not common parlance. Later, I would describe this as a period of “tilling the cultural soil” 
(Zeedyk, 2019). 

Grassroots groundswell: 2017 - present 

The summer of 2017 became a landmark moment in Scotland’s grassroots awareness 
of ACEs. The shift stemmed from the documentary film on ACEs, Resilience: The Biology of 
Stress and the Science of Hope (KPJR Films, 2016). The film had dropped into fertile cultural 
soil. 

The Scottish Premiere of the film, held on 29 April 2017 in Glasgow, was a sell-out. The 
date had been chosen to follow the London premiere on 27 April, hosted by the film’s UK 
distributors, Dartmouth Films. This timing allowed the film’s director, James Redford, and 
representatives of the producers, KPJR Films, to be present at both events (Cocozza, 2017). 
The Scottish premiere had been conceived and organised as a collaboration between two 
small organisations already working to educate the public about trauma, ReAttachment 
(led by Tina Hendry) and connected baby (led by myself). The level of interest was a surprise. 
Within days of posting notice of the screening on social media, tickets had sold out. Pressure 
mounted to hold a follow-up screening in Edinburgh. When that too sold out in days, the 
two teams found themselves involved in a spontaneous, strenuous national tour. 

Over the course of two months in summer 2017, Resilience was shown in 25 Scottish 
communities, with screenings held in cinemas, school gyms, church halls and community 
centres. Each screening was followed by a discussion panel with individuals from the 
local area who could speak in some way to the issue of childhood trauma. There was no 
coordinated plan and no external funding, merely public demand. By the end of the tour, 
2500 people had seen the film (connected baby, 2018). Many of them returned to their places 
of work to lobby their employer or their local government representative to purchase 
a license for the film so that it could be screened more widely within their community. 
NHS Health Scotland (2018) ensured that professionals from a broad range of sectors had 
opportunities to view the film. A screening held at the Scottish Parliament Building in 
January 2018, attended by a range of politicians, generated interest that would help lead to 
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the establishment of a cross-party working group on ACEs in June 2018 (Scottish Parliament, 
2018). It became impossible to keep track of audience numbers, but social media posts 
suggested that over ensuing months 30,000 or more people were likely to have seen the 
film. An explosive national conversation was underway. Later, Sara Dodds (2017), Adviser 
on ACEs at the Scottish Government, would acknowledge the crucial contribution of the 
film in sparking that public conversation. 

A range of other grassroots initiatives emerged that summer. The ACEs Scotland Forum 
was established on Facebook, attracting 4000 members within weeks. Community ACEs 
Hubs were set up by individuals keen to spread awareness within local areas. Their activities 
included public talks, screenings of Resilience, meetings with local politicians and social 
media engagement. The Community Hubs functioned as a network of support for one 
another, although it is important to note that the network was not formalised in any way. 
Each hub emerged and operated independently, inspired by their awareness of activity in 
other communities. Some hubs were led by individuals with professional connections (e.g., 
teachers, social workers, public health officers) and others by those whose interest was more 
personal (e.g., parents, individuals with lived experience of trauma). NHS Health Scotland 
gave support and advice wherever needed. A survey in 2020 revealed that 35 Community 
Hubs were operating in some capacity across the country (Hetherington, 2020). 

One of the organisations inspired by this grassroots activity was TIGERS Ltd, under 
the leadership of Pauline Scott. TIGERS (Training Initiatives Generating Effective Results 
Scotland; www.tigersltd.co.uk) delivers apprenticeships to young people, across four 
sectors: construction, early years, business administration, and information technology. 
Scott was already familiar with attachment theory, due to her involvement with the early 
years sector, but her rapidly deepening understanding of the long-term consequences of 
childhood stress led her to reconceive the framework for her whole organisation. She shifted 
the primary focus from training in industry skills to nurturing emotional intelligence, 
arguing that TIGERS’ core business was developing the potential of young people. The fact 
that TIGERS identifies as a commercial enterprise made Scott’s actions unusual, especially 
when she began working to disseminate ACE awareness within the business sector. Her 
experience was that most business leaders had absolutely no awareness of the impacts of 
childhood trauma or the fact that many of their employees would be carrying them. She 
believed that the example set by her team had the potential to change that.

In 2018 and 2019, the teams at TIGERS and connected baby came together to host two 
major ACEs events, each of which attracted around 2000 attendees. The 2018 conference 
had a bold title: ‘Making Scotland the World’s First ACE-Aware Nation’. The question 
underpinning the event was how it might be possible to help every citizen of Scotland 
to become aware of the long-term impacts of childhood trauma, as a means of driving 
culture change. They were instinctively following the relational path laid down earlier by 
McCluskey, Carnochan and Burns. They too were asking: What kind of nation did Scotland 
want to be? What was the place of connection and caring in our collective identity? The 
event was filled with speakers who could speak to those themes. The science of ACEs 
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was, in a sense, secondary. It became a means of addressing those questions. The event 
asked: could we become a nation that paid closer attention to children’s distress and, in the 
process, solve many of our enduring societal problems? All the conference materials were 
emblazoned with what became a lasting strapline: ‘Believing in the transformative power 
of compassion’. In the delivery of that event, the collaborative initiative known as ‘ACE 
Aware Scotland’ was born, coordinated by TIGERS and connected baby. 

What was it that had brought about such an unusually large gathering? Although a 
multitude of organisations within the public and charitable sectors were already working 
diligently to reduce childhood suffering in Scotland, an event of this size, with 2000 people 
amassed in a single room to address childhood suffering, was unique. Its appeal can 
arguably be attributed to the impact of the film Resilience. The invited keynote speaker was 
Dr Nadine Burke Harris, the leading global ACEs advocate, later to be named California’s 
first Surgeon General. There was great anticipation in the crowd at the opportunity to hear 
her speak in person. That excitement would not have existed had the public not first come to 
‘know’ her through her passionate contributions to the film Resilience. She brought scientific 
depth to the sense of possibility that was burgeoning across the country. 

In June 2019, a second major ACEs event was held, this time featuring the keynote 
speaker Dr Gabor Maté. Once again, the focus was on compassion, the healing nature 
of relationships, and the power of hope. The title ACEs to Assets: Fostering Resilience in a 
Stressed Culture was intended to convey the message that emotional wounds can become 
a strength, if the pain that caused those wounds is not left unresolved. It was made clear 
that the conference had been the vision of two trauma survivors, James Docherty and 
Kim McGuigan, each of whom shared some of their personal story from the stage. They 
hoped the event would deepen and extend the core ACE-aware message of relationships, 
inclusion and healing. Their contributions helped the public to understand the intention of 
the event and signalled that voices of lived experience occupy a core place in ACE Aware 
Scotland’s values. Those voices are too often excluded from society and the formal systems 
delivering services. 

In 2020, with the country in a series of lockdowns due to Covid, ACE Aware Scotland 
pursued a different strategy to reach the public. A monthly series of high-level conversations 
was organised. They were free and available online for anyone to attend from anywhere in 
the world. They brought to the public leading speakers on provocative topics at the heart 
of the international ACEs movement. Where do human rights sit within an ACEs agenda? 
How can the stresses induced by poverty and inequality be addressed? How important is 
the language chosen to talk about human suffering? What responsibility do employers in 
the private sector carry for becoming trauma-informed? Why does Scotland continue to 
have the highest rate of drug deaths in Europe? These are questions familiar to academics 
and policymakers, but too often the public does not have access to such conversations. 
They become the recipients of others’ decisions. One aim of ACE Aware Scotland events 
has been to strengthen people’s beliefs that they too can be leaders. They can drive change 
in their communities. 
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ACE Aware Scotland sought from the beginning to disseminate their work as widely as 
possible. Digital resources were created, with videos of all major presentations made freely 
available on a YouTube channel (ACE Aware Scotland, 2018). These were supplemented 
with an interview series ‘Stories of Resilience’, in which individuals from a range of sectors 
told stories about how ACE-awareness had changed their professional practice or personal 
lives. At the time of writing this piece, the YouTube channel contains almost 100 videos, 
uploaded over a three-year period, with the total viewing figure approaching 335,000. This 
figure demonstrates the level of public hunger for this information.

The expansion of the movement brought more debate. Critiques were advanced on 
a range of issues, including: limitations of the ACEs model; the risk of individualism 
resulting from an emphasis on biology; insufficient attention to poverty and structural 
inequality; confusion in terminology; methodological and ethical problems of ACEs 
scoring and screening; gender and class stereotyping; and suspicions about the motivations 
of ACEs activists (e.g., Barrett, 2018; Davidson, Critchley & Wright, 2020; Kelly & Zeedyk, 
2019; Marshall, 2019). The critiques were published in the mainstream press, in academic 
and professional journals, on social media and in specially organised events. Although 
the tone sometimes became personalised and accusatory, the debate has largely served 
to push people to think more deeply about the core question: what needs to happen to 
enable Scotland to get better at recognising and addressing the distress carried by so many 
children and adults?

The international impact of Scotland’s grassroots efforts is not easily apparent, thus 
briefly tracing it is useful. The organisation Connected for Life, based in Northern Ireland, 
watched the summer success of the Scottish Resilience tour and fashioned a similar tour for 
their communities in the autumn of 2017, culminating with the first ever ACEs Conference 
in Northern Ireland in November 2017 (Connected for Life, 2018). Individuals from 
throughout the UK (and beyond) attended the major events of 2018 and 2019, returning to 
their communities determined to find ways to drive public conversation. The Dutch group 
ACE Aware Netherlands (www.aceaware.nl ) was founded in 2020, inspired directly by 
developments they witnessed in Scotland. The London ACEs Hub (www.londonaceshub.
org), also founded in 2020, has stated they too drew inspiration from Scotland’s example. 
Individuals from Australia, New Zealand, Turkey, Portugal, Canada and America are 
amongst who regularly tune in to broadcasts or stream video resources. None of this was 
anticipated when a Glasgow venue was first booked in 2017 for an unknown film called 
Resilience. We have travelled a long way in a short time.

Government and public sector activity: 2016 - present 

The efforts of the Scottish Government and affiliated public bodies to engage with 
the science of ACEs have also been extensive. In 2016, the seminal report ‘Polishing the 
Diamonds’ (Couper & Mackie, 2016) was commissioned on behalf of the Directors of 
Public Health and published by NHS Health Scotland (now Public Health Scotland, as of 
2020). The report advocated a public health approach to addressing childhood adversity 
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and trauma. It resulted in a national conference of 200 delegates in November 2016 (NHS 
Health Scotland, 2017), chaired by Sir Michael Marmot, author of ‘The Marmot Review’ 
(Marmot, 2010), which identified next steps. One of these was establishing a Scottish 
ACEs Hub, a multi-sector advisory group that could spread awareness and collect best 
practice responses. The conference became a call to action to ensure that all professional 
sectors were trauma informed. This goal was assisted by the development of the National 
Trauma Training Programme (2016), overseen by NHS Education for Scotland and funded 
by Scottish Government, which aimed to implement trauma informed practice across the 
whole of the Scottish workforce, regardless of sector. 

All of these efforts are classic examples of a public health approach, which seeks to 
prevent and respond to the causes of ill health and inequality. Public Health Scotland’s 
position is that ACEs should be seen within the wider context of adversity that children 
face, in particular poverty, inequality and exclusion. One of the key strengths of the 
ACEs research and terminology has been, in their view, that it provides a bridge between 
professions, “a shared language about how early life can impact on later social, health and 
economic life outcomes” (Hetherington, 2020, pg 12). 

The First Minister for Scotland (Nicola Sturgeon) first viewed the film Resilience in 
September 2017, at a screening organised by the peer mentoring group Women 1st, 
supported by children’s charity Children 1st (Glasgow, 2017). As part of that event, 
attended by approximately 300 people, Nicola Sturgeon chaired a panel discussion, in 
her role as a constituency MSP, in which she re-affirmed her commitment to addressing 
childhood adversity. In March 2018, a collaborative event was hosted by the Deputy First 
Minister to reflect on progress being made in regard to ACEs. It was attended by a wide 
range of Government ministers and officials, as well as a range of individuals interested 
in progressing activity focused on ACEs, including ambassadors for the Year of Young 
People (Scottish Government, 2018b). Specific reference to ACEs has been made in the 
Government’s formal Programme for Government for each of the years 2017, 2018 and 
2019 (Scottish Government, 2017; 2018c; 2019). Notably, each of these documents features 
images of children on the cover, which signals a sense of hope for many observers. The 
Government continues to work on the ACEs agenda (Scottish Government, 2020b), with 
one of the most recent developments being publication of the first data set on the prevalence 
of ACEs in the adult Scottish population (Scottish Government, 2020c). 

Public bodies, at both the local and national levels, have taken action that draws on this 
national conversation. For example, NHS Highland chose to focus their 2018 Annual Report 
on the topic of ACEs (NHS Highland, 2018). The report was shared more widely amongst 
the public than would usually be the case for reports from a public health agency. Police 
Scotland embarked on training officers in trauma, with the Ayrshire Division first to show 
Resilience to all 850 of its officers in 2018 (Alderson, 2018). Community Justice Scotland 
focused extensively in their 2018 Annual Report on the impact of ACEs in relation to justice 
(Community Justice Scotland, 2018). The Scottish Prison Service included questions about 
ACEs in their 2017 Prisoner Survey (Scottish Prison Service, 2017). Local authorities such as 
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Argyll and Bute (2019) and Highland Council (2018) held cross-sector events, reminiscent 
of those featured in Resilience, designed to strengthen integration amongst services serving 
children and families. The Independent Care Review, a four-year review initiated in 2016 
to undertake a root and branch investigation of why Scotland’s care system seems to fail 
so many of its children, drew on the knowledge of trauma to make sense of what it was 
uncovering (Duncan, 2020). When Education Scotland (2020a) released their new practice 
guidance for the early years sector in 2020, entitled ‘Realising the Ambition’, the warmly 
welcomed document contained explicit references to both adverse childhood experiences 
and to attachment, including within the Foreword written by the Minister for Children 
and Young People. Other work by Education Scotland (2018; 2020b) directly addresses 
questions about how ACEs could be addressed within the school environment, particularly 
by putting relationships and compassion at the heart of culture and practice. 

It would be impossible to provide a comprehensive account of all the instances in which 
the language and insights of ACEs and trauma have been applied within Scotland’s public 
sector services. My aim has been to give a sense of the breadth of its reach within a short time. 
Our nation remains a long way from achieving system transformation, where relationships 
become the standard lens through which policy is designed and implemented. However, 
for a country where it has sometimes been said that “we tolerate our children more than we 
like them” (Sinclair, 2018), the change underway is very encouraging. 

Changing professional practices: 2017 - present 

The story of the Scottish ACEs movement would be incomplete without highlighting the 
way in which professional practices are shifting spontaneously. The increase in relational 
practices has been so broad that ‘practical applications’ can now be regarded as one key 
aspect of the Scottish movement’s character. Understanding trauma through a relational 
lens gives individuals and organisations the confidence to drive change themselves, without 
waiting for formal policy decisions. These are the ‘early adopters’ described in innovation 
theory (Rogers, 1962), whose leadership is crucial to driving wider culture change. I will 
limit my considerations to three sectors: education, health and law. 

A striking number of primary and secondary schools are developing trauma-informed 
practices. The enthusiasm is so high that when an independent learning festival was 
organised at Portobello High School in 2018, under the title ‘Meeting the needs of all 
our young people? ACEs realities and responses’, its 300 seats sold out (McKay, 2018). 
The Portobello Learning Festival is already regarded as a regular fixture in the Scottish 
educational calendar. Clydebank High’s efforts to develop a whole school culture of stress 
awareness has resulted in their expertise being sought internationally (Diamond, 2020). 
Boclair Academy responded to student stress during the Covid pandemic by instituting 
a ‘toast break’, the apparent simplicity of which is belied by the trauma-informed lens 
they use to explain it (Morgan, 2020). Bainsford Primary revoked their behaviour policy 
and replaced it with a relationship agreement (McCafferty, 2019). Pitteuchar East Primary 
replaced the common phrase of ‘challenging behaviour’ with that of ‘distressed behaviour’ 
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(Knussen, 2019), a linguistic shift has since been spreading across schools in Scotland 
(Foster, 2020). A partnership of three primary schools in West Lothian created what they 
call ‘teddy bear policies’ as a means of boosting children’s self-regulatory capacities (ACE 
Bear Schools, 2020), resulting in one of their teddies being named amongst Scotland’s Top 
Ten Educational People of the Year in 2019 (Hepburn, 2019). “Furball’s presence [amongst 
these ten people] symbolises changing attitudes to adverse childhood experiences in 
Scotland.” These practice changes have resulted from the combination of a relational policy 
context and grassroots confidence.

In health, there has been a very intentional commitment within various systems and 
regions to adopt a trauma-informed approach. For example, in 2018, the board members of 
NHS Ayrshire and Arran (2018) confirmed their plans to take forward ACEs work across 
the whole of the health board. The paper proposing that strategy was entitled ‘The State 
of Child Health: Adversity is not Destiny: Population Lens on ACEs’. The progress report 
one year later (Ayrshire and Arran NHS Board, 2019) confirmed more than 50 screenings of 
the film Resilience had taken place, with the evidence concerning the long-term impacts of 
adversity increasingly recognised as “compelling” by staff and within services. The report 
urged continued progress toward organisation-wide culture change in the “underlying 
assumptions” that are often made about patients and toward collective leadership that 
acknowledges “trauma is everyone’s business”. Another example of changes within the 
health sector relates to the training of nurses. All institutions of higher education providing 
nursing education in Scotland have committed to prioritising trauma-informed models of 
care (Gilliver, 2018). This is a national approach, across all forms of nursing. The University 
of Stirling has been a leader in this regard since 2013, with its relational model for training 
mental health nurses now regarded as best practice (Young, et al, 2019). When one listens 
to nursing students extemporaneously using language embedded in attachment principles 
and ACE awareness, the profound impact of this paradigm shift becomes clear (University 
of Stirling, 2017). “Hearing a person’s story matters so much. To ‘do no harm’, you must 
know harm.”

Changes in the Scottish legal landscape show a similar pattern. In 2021, a group of four 
lawyers based in separate law practices, specialising in criminal defence, family law and 
immigration, combined forces to establish the group ‘Trauma Aware Lawyers in Scotland’ 
(Rutherford & Bone, 2021). They were motivated by the conviction that lawyers and courts 
need a better understanding of ACEs. One of their members, Iain Smith, was named Lawyer 
of the Year in the 2020 Scottish Legal Awards for his efforts (Cameron, 2020). Another, Nadine 
Martin, worked with her firm Harper Macleod in 2018 to host a screening of Resilience for 
practising lawyers (Martin, 2018). A growing number of Scottish solicitors now seek to have 
reports on childhood trauma submitted as part of a defence case. The Scottish Sentencing 
Council is currently reviewing sentencing guidelines and is consulting on how best to take 
account of contemporary science on brain development, including under conditions of 
toxic stress (O’Rourke, et al, 2020). Community Justice Scotland, established in 2016, with 
Karyn McCluskey as CEO, has played an influential role in shifting the Scottish justice 
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landscape, using scientific evidence about human development to argue for ‘smart justice’ 
as a counter to criticisms about the risk of ‘soft justice’ (McCluskey, 2018b). Such discourse 
has made it possible for Iain Smith (2019) to talk with confidence about the propriety of 
Scottish judges “presiding with kindness”. While these ideas may initially sound counter-
intuitive, the science of ACEs helps sceptics to see how relational approaches can play a role 
in reducing crime. It becomes clear that the justice system will remain unjust until it takes 
account of childhood trauma.

Professional practices such as these offer vivid illustrations of the success of the Scottish 
ACEs movement. It is not at all unusual to overhear people quoting one particular line from 
the film Resilience as an affirmation of what is happening. “If we can get the science into the 
hands of the general population, they will invent very wise actions” (KPJR Films, 2016). 

ACEs through an attachment lens

The challenge of providing a history is deciding which details to include and which to 
omit. My aim has been to describe the broad groundswell that has swept the Scottish public 
since the 2017 Resilience tour and to place that in the context of the decade that preceded 
it. The most important insight is the relational focus that has been present from the outset.

That relational grounding matters because it speaks directly to current criticism of the 
ACEs model. Commentators such as Perry (e.g., Hambrick et al, 2018; Perry, 2018) and 
Gold (2017) are concerned that the ACEs account is insufficiently relationally informed. 
While it may work as epidemiology, they see it as inadequate developmental theory. An 
ACE score is regarded as too simplistic. It decontextualises events from a child’s wider 
environment and life experiences, in particular the presence of relationships that can buffer 
against toxic stress, as well as the developmental timing of the events. That gap leaves it 
unable to account for variance in the way that adverse experiences affect individuals, and 
they regard this as a significant theoretical flaw.

How does that perspective change when the ACEs account is situated not simply within 
its epidemiological origins of 1998, but within an attachment framework stretching back to 
the 1930s? Partridge (2021) has made this case, pointing out that Bowlby was the first to use 
the phrase ‘adverse childhood experiences’ in the 1980s, more than a decade before Felitti 
and Anda also chose it. Partridge (2019, pg 113) argues that “if Bowlby had lived a little 
longer, he would not have been surprised by [their] discovery and would have welcomed 
it.” The link between the two frames can already be found in the empirical literature, such 
as reflections by Smith and colleagues (2016) on the causes of excess mortality in Scotland. 
“The relationship between the experience of adversity and attachment style is particularly 
important, since each may influence the other.” I believe the majority of those engaged with 
the Scottish ACEs movement, either professionally or personally, intuitively view ACEs 
through an attachment lens, whether or not they articulate it in this way. It is certainly the 
view I hold, as a developmental psychologist.

Scotland’s relationally informed ACES movement is valuable because it demonstrates 
the viability of an ACEs approach that is both theoretically rich and practically useful. It is 
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unsurprising that this theoretical depth has gone unexplored at the grassroots level, given 
that such nuances are difficult to unpack in boisterous public debates. I hope space for 
that can be created soon, as it would yield at least three benefits. First, it would shine a 
light on little-recognised differences between the orientations of the Scottish movement 
(i.e., relational) and the American ACEs movement (i.e., epidemiological). Second, it would 
disentangle tensions around ACEs screening, which Harris has implemented in California 
(Underwood, 2020), but which Scottish public health officials have argued against (Public 
Health Scotland, 2021). Finally, it would speak to the mistaken belief that an ACEs narrative 
suggests definitive links between childhood trauma and adult outcomes. That has been 
consistently countered within the Scottish ACEs narrative, as reflected not only in policy 
statements, but in the quote that has become a legacy of Tina Hendry’s activism in Scotland. 
It bears repeating: “Poor outcomes are not inevitable.” After Hendry’s untimely death in 
2020 (McCluskey, 2020), badges with that quote were distributed at her funeral to hundreds 
of her supporters. This serves as yet another illustration of the potency of the culture change 
underway in Scotland. 

Scotland holds other historic gems that may help in bridging the gap between ACEs and 
attachment theory. John Bowlby is buried on the Isle of Skye, where he spent much loved 
summers with his family. James Robertson, whose work between 1950 and 1980 changed 
hospital policies so that children no longer suffered by being separated from parents, 
was born in Rutherglen, just outside Glasgow. The psychoanalytic theorists Ian Suttie 
and Ronald Fairbairn, unknown to the general public but essential to the development of 
Bowlby’s thinking about infant experience, were born and based in Scotland. The American 
researchers who first developed the ACEs model, and the American activists who have 
done so much to promote it, may be largely unaware of this relevant British history. The 
Scottish ACEs movement has deep roots. There is more for its activists to build on than 
many yet realise.
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Conclusion

Our country faces many challenges. We are a long way from being an ACE-aware nation, 
where all five million of our citizens fully appreciate that the way children are treated leaves 
a biological impact on the way they develop. It is still too easy to create divisive narratives 
of exclusion, with trauma constructed as something that happens to ‘other people over 
there’, rather than something that unites us as human beings. Too many people continue to 
feel - and to be - unheard, isolated, excluded. The Covid pandemic will have increased the 
frequency of ACEs. This information is needed now more than ever.

That is why the determined sense of hope within the Scottish movement is cherished. In 
her keynote speech at the ACE Aware Nation conference, McCluskey (2018) reflected on the 
many hills that had to be climbed after she and Carnochan first suggested that loving babies 
could help to cut crime. She quoted the words of philosopher Adam Smith, who shaped 
Scotland’s Enlightenment of the 18th century. “No society can surely be flourishing and 
happy, of which the greater part of the members are poor and miserable.” She described this 
era as a new Enlightenment, predicting that “in ten years’ time, people will hold Scotland 
up and say, ‘Look what they did.’”

It is, though, the reflection provided by mental health specialist Brodie Paterson (2021) 
that perhaps provides the most poetic account of the Scottish movement’s success: 

“The philosopher Foucault suggests we should think of history as a series of happenings, 
sometimes quick, sometimes slow, sometimes happening over generations. Particular 
combinations of events create the conditions of possibility without which future events 
cannot happen. This is, I think, the ACEs movement in Scotland. Our mental health 
team knew about the ACE Study from very early on, but despite considerable effort, 
could gain no traction in mainstreaming the issues. It took the development of an ACE 
community to do that.” 

ACEs has given Scotland a shared language for talking not only about the distress 
of trauma, but also about the power of relationships.
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Editorial

What happened to you? 
Attachment theory extended

Simon Partridge

The contemporary Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACEs) movement grew
out of the ACE Study (Felitti et al., 1998) initiated by Drs Vincent Felitti and
Robert Anda around 19951. As my article published in Attachment, June 2019,

showed, the term “adverse childhood experiences” was not coined by Dr Felitti, but
was first used by Dr John Bowlby in a lecture given in the spring of 1981 in New
York at the invitation of the American Orthopsychiatric Association. It was then
published in their journal in October 1982. When I wrote to Dr Felitti in November
2020 and pointed this out I received this response: “The term ‘Adverse Childhood
Experiences Study’ has indeed caught on around the world, Mr Partridge. When I
chose the title around 1995 or 1996, I had no idea that something about the phrase
would be so engaging.”2

It appears that Felitti had no prior knowledge of Bowlby’s use of the term. He
had invented the same term in the light of his empirical observations while work-
ing as a paediatrician and specialist in preventive health at the non-profit Kaiser
Permanente (KP) health maintenance organisation in San Diego, California.

The origins of the ACE Study lie in observations that the astute and vigilant
Felitti made of many of the patients whom he was treating for obesity (there are
strong parallels here with Bowlby’s intuitive, pre-WWII recognition of a connect
between delinquency and maternal deprivation). The connection with childhood
experiences of sexual abuse became too numerous to ignore, and then were
confirmed by some of his colleagues (see note 1). There was a fortuitous crossing
of paths at an obesity conference in 1990 with a staff member, an expert in epidemi-
ology, at the federal public health Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (the
equivalent of Public Health England). By 1995 this had led to the field research
work for the study among some 17,000 patients on the books of Kaiser Permanente
(KP). This selected for study the effects of the ten most common trauma stressors
that Felitti had found in his clearly middle-class (KP is non-profit but insurance
financed) obesity population. Each ACE scored one, giving a possible total of 
ten.
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Partridge. When I chose the title around 1995 or 1996, I had no idea that something about 
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invented the same term in the light of his empirical observations while working as a 
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The origins of the ACE Study lie in observations that the astute and vigilant Felitti 
made of many of the patients whom he was treating for obesity (there are strong parallels 
here with Bowlby’s intuitive, pre-WWII recognition of a connect between delinquency 
and maternal deprivation). The connection with childhood experiences of sexual abuse 
became too numerous to ignore, and then were confirmed by some of his colleagues (see 
note 1). There was a fortuitous crossing of paths at an obesity conference in 1990 with a 
staff member, an expert in epidemiology, at the federal public health Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention (the equivalent of Public Health England). By 1995 this had led to 
the field research work for the study among some 17,000 patients on the books of Kaiser 
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• emotional abuse (recurrent)
• physical abuse (recurrent)
• sexual abuse (contact)
• physical neglect
• emotional neglect
• substance abuse in the household
• mental illness in the household
• mother treated violently
• divorce or parental separation
• criminal behaviour/incarceration in the household.

The results were startling and given the size of the sample beyond reasonable doubt. 
They revealed the unrecognised prevalence of ACEs; then their strong dose–response 
relationships (the more the worse), often decades later, to adult emotional problems, 
self-harming coping mechanisms like addiction, medical diseases, and premature death. 
Four ACEs puts one in a high risk zone, for example, prone to complex PTSD3. And life 
expectancy is likely to be reduced by twenty years if one scores six+ ACEs! The binary 
distinction between psyche and soma was largely dissolved; the area of psychosomatics 
greatly enlarged.

As a result of this innovatory and compelling work, Felitti and Anda were invited to many 
speaking engagements including presentations to Congress, state legislatures, and a wide range 
of community organisations and institutions. This included an invitation to Glasgow in July 
2007, where Dr Felitti spoke at the Scottish Police College at a conference hosted by the Violence 
Reduction Unit and the World Health Organization (WHO). The conference was supported by 
the Scottish Government and attended by many senior civil servants and Ministers (see Zeedyk, 
2021). The spread of ACEs information was, from 2012, strongly amplified by two highly 
successful websites created by the journalist–publisher Jane Stevens: www.PACEsConnection.
com and www.ACEsTooHigh.com. These have now been joined by other information hubs 
internationally, including in Scotland, Wales, Ireland (both parts), and the regions of England, 
most recently at the London ACEs Hub—www.londonaceshub.org.

For the first ten years of its existence the promotion of an ACEs approach relied on the 
ACE Study, the educational work of Felitti and Anda, and a series of more detailed follow-
up studies. It was not until Felitti was invited to write the foreword to a compendium by 
cutting-edge experts, titled The Impact of Early Life Trauma on Health and Disease: The Hidden 
Epidemic (Lanius et al., 2010)4, that a more theoretical approach started to appear from 
within the ACEs orientation. The fact that Felitti was invited to write a foreword to such 
a prestigious publication indicates the seriousness with which the findings of his study 
were by then being taken in psychotherapeutic and medical circles. In the foreword Felitti 
moves beyond medical observation and the findings of the comprehensive epidemiological 
survey, and asks some fundamental questions about how human beings develop, even 
calling in aid from the poet T. S. Eliot and mentioning psychoanalysis. Here he reveals not 
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only his intellectual curiosity but his imagination. Indeed, he summarises The Impact of 
Early Life Trauma on Health and Disease as setting out:

our current approaches to understanding how we get to be the people we are: not 
only as biological entities, but also as truly human beings with an outer persona 
and an inner soul. Just as we observe how a leg damaged in childhood sometimes 
does not grow to full potential, this book asks how does a persona or soul become 
damaged. (p. xiii)

A little further on he suggests:

The turning point in modern understanding of the role of trauma in medical and 
psychiatric pathology is commonly credited to Freud, who lived within the lifetimes 
of many of us, as did René Spitz and Harry Harlow with their ground-breaking 
work on maternal deprivation. (my emphasis, p. xiv)

Now I think that most psychologically informed readers of this last sentence in Britain and 
Ireland would immediately spot a glaring omission: John Bowlby.5

I believe the time has now come to recognise that early deprivation lies at the root 
of most childhood adversity and its later manifestations. The time has come to link the 
Felitti/Anda and Bowlby traditions together in a way that was prefigured in Bowlby’s 
lecture and subsequent article way back in 1981/82— and thus strengthen both. Indeed, I 
feel it is a matter of regret such a meeting never happened in reality, since it appears that 
they would have had much to share.

That article was originally published in America under the title “Attachment and loss: 
retrospect and prospect” (Bowlby, 1982), but the English version was republished in 1988 
as “The origins of attachment theory” (Bowlby, 1988). In some ways the article is the most 
concise summary of Bowlby’s mature formulation of attachment theory. In the article he 
uses the word “adverse” no less than ten times! And he ends with a precise summary, 
gleaned from decades of research and observation, of the dynamics which underlie the 
playing out of ACEs:

Thus adverse childhood experiences have effects of at least two kinds. First they make 
the individual more vulnerable to later adverse experiences. Secondly they make 
it more likely that he or she will meet with further such experiences. Whereas the 
earlier adverse experiences are likely to be wholly independent of the agency of the 
individual concerned, the later ones are likely to be the consequences of his or her 
own actions, actions that spring from those disturbances of personality to which the 
earlier experiences have given rise. (1988, pp. 36–37, my emphasis)

The two-phase process of ACEs described by Bowlby is captured in the original ACE Study 
questions in the distinction between the primary traumas and the household dysfunctions 
in which those so traumatised often live (see above). This double whammy (at least) is 
delivered first unconsciously and second more consciously, frequently ending in the 
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familiar personal or interpersonal destructive scenario. The two traditions join hands here 
in identifying the toxic mixture which derails many developing personas and psyches, 
and the regulation of their bodily functions (I can speak from personal experience)—now 
substantiated by modern neuroscience and endocrinology. The result: enormous suffering 
and ill health; the hidden pandemic indeed!

Between 2010 and about 2016 something pretty amazing started to happen on the ACEs 
front. Felitti and Anda had never kept their “good news” just to medical and professional 
circles, but around the middle of the 2010s ACEs burst out of the exam room into the general 
community. This was no doubt aided by digital means of communication and the internet 
which simply weren’t available in Bowlby’s day, which social journalist Jane Stevens 
exploited well with her websites. But it was actually the rather conventional medium of 
the film documentary which sent ACEs sky-rocketing. James Redford, son of Hollywood’s 
Robert Redford, an independent progressive film-maker who had been through troubles 
of his own, got the message. In 2016 he released his resulting film Resilience: The Biology of 
Stress and the Science of Hope about the effects of early toxic stress, informed by the science 
of the ACE Study and further neuroscience developments. It packaged the evidence 
in an attractive and accessible form and was deliberately used as an awareness-raising 
and organising tool. That would surely have appealed to Bowlby who, as regards James 
Robertson’s 1952 film, A Two-Year- Old Goes to Hospital (which he encouraged Robertson 
to make), said: “influential though the written word may often be, it has nothing like the 
emotional impact of a movie” (Bowlby, 1982, p. 665). As we know, Robertson’s film became 
a catalyst in radically altering the way children were treated in hospitals; they are no longer 
separated from their mothers.

By 2017 Redford’s film had crossed the Atlantic and had its British premiere at Leicester 
Square, central London, on the 27th April, with a Q&A led by him and Dr Graham Music, 
child and adolescent psychotherapist at the Tavistock Clinic. A couple of days later it 
moved north to Scotland providing the prime mover for a massive ACEs Aware conference 
in Glasgow in September 2018 aiming, no less, than to make Scotland the first “ACE aware 
nation” (see Zeedyk, 2021)— seeds were also sown in other parts of Britain and Ireland. My 
own interests were kindled around this time, and I also fortuitously again met pioneering 
trauma therapist Dr Felicity de Zulueta who had taken an interest in my work as a boarding 
school survivor, whom I discovered had a similar interest in ACEs. With her and other 
pioneers, and inspired by the Scottish example, this has led to the London ACEs initiative. 
The ACEs conference focused on the London city region we had planned for March 2020 
was unfortunately postponed by Covid-19. This will be reconvened online in September 
2021—details at https://www.confer.uk.com/event/aces.html. 

As Bowlby found to his cost among his psychoanalytic colleagues, the introduction of 
radical new ideas has a deeply unsettling effect on some. The same has been true with the 
ACEs approach (see Zeedyk, 2021). On the whole this has been a concern about the way 
the original ten ACEs questions (others have since been added—for example, the World 
Health Organization version recognises stressors like historic trauma, social violence, and 
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systemic discrimination) have been used. There is ongoing debate around this, but we 
probably need to make a clearer distinction between ACE scores in an epidemiological 
setting and their use for screening and routine enquiry in a clinical setting. There is every 
evidence that Felitti has applied his insights in a sensitive way with his patients, as does 
the well-known ACEs activist Dr Nadine Burke Harris (2018; Partridge, 2019a, 2019b), now 
Surgeon General of California State—and so should we all.

It seems to me that in the wake of the Covid-19 pandemic our human primate species 
has never been more aware of how toxic stress affects both our bodies and our minds. 
Or perhaps there was a somewhat similar feeling at the end of WWII when there was a 
determination not to go back to the austerity and privations of the 1930s, and the senseless 
destruction of war. Then, as now, there was a widespread feeling that we should “build back 
better”. Bowlby and his colleagues at the Tavistock Clinic in London, which became part of 
the new National Health Service, saw themselves as very much involved in this post-war 
progressive tradition6. Likewise, I would like to suggest that those currently involved in 
succouring human well-being, whether professionals, survivors, or community enablers, 
now gather under the growing banner of the ACEs movement. The ACEs movement 
reiterates the progressive intentions of Bowlby and his colleagues. It puts at the heart of 
families and societies the need for safety and secure attachment, and wills the resources to 
achieve this. It seeks to prevent through good primary care and peer group support many 
of those ills of adversity appearing in the first place.

It seeks causes of illness not in the all too familiar refrain of, “What’s wrong with you?” 
but in the empathic inquiry, “What’s happened to you?”. This opens up the possibility 
of some co-produced answers, at many levels. In upending the usual assumptions of 
individual illness, and blurring the over-rational Cartesian distinction between body 
and mind, it will shift the blaming–shaming game which still underpins so much of our 
consumer-oriented, hyper-individualised society. By establishing attachment security as 
the hallmark of the “good society” there is the prospect we can greatly reduce childhood 
adversity and even over time make it a spectre of the past. The pioneering Californians, led 
by Dr Harris, principal speaker at the 2018 Glasgow ACEs conference, now the first ever 
Surgeon General of the State and backed by the Governor, aim to reduce the incidence by 
half within a generation7.

Why can’t we be similarly ambitious? If not now, when?
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Dedication

This editorial and Suzanne Zeedyk’s article are dedicated to the memory of ACEs pioneers 
Jamie Redford (film-maker) and Tina Hendry (Scottish campaigner). Both died, much 
too young, in 2020 from cancer. We are grateful for the innumerable ways in which their 
legacies live on.
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Notes

1. See Felitti’s “Origins of the ACE study” in the American Journal of Preventive Medicine, 
2019; 56(6): 787–789—https://www.ajpmonline.org/article/S0749-3797(19)30100-X/ 
fulltext (accessed 12 December 2019)

2. Email from Dr Felitti, dated 19 November, 2020, 8:23:54 p.m.
3. See Michael Salter and Heather Hall, “Reducing shame, promoting dignity: a model 

for the primary prevention of complex post-traumatic stress disorder”, Trauma Violence 
& Abuse, 20 December 2020, which provides evidence of the close link between the 
occurrence of c-PTSD (ICD-11, WHO, 2018) and being exposed to four or more ACEs— 
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Heather_Hall22/publication/345313978_
Reducing_Shame_Promoting_Dignity_A_Model_for_the_Primary_Prevention_
of_Complex_Post-Traumatic_Stress_Disorder/links/5ff27b1f45851553a0198910/
Reducing-Shame-Promoting-Dignity-A-Model-for-the-Primary-Prevention-of-Complex-
Post-Traumatic-Stress-Disorder.pdf?origin=publication_detail (accessed 26 January 2021).

4. I drew this compendium in 2012 to the attention of Kate White, acting editor of Attachment, 
and it had a feature length review in Attachment: New Directions in Psychotherapy and 
Relational Psychoanalysis, 6(1), July 2012: pp. 101–121. One of the reviews was by me from 
a survivor perspective, though I have to admit I didn’t appreciate the full importance of 
Felitti at the time.

5. In an interview with Alice Smuts in 1977, Bowlby himself provides an explanation for 
this omission:

Harlow’s work had a completely different inspiration … His work was, as I understand it, 
inspired by René Spitz’s work. I may have said this before—I think one can’t place too much 
emphasis on geography. You know, traditions which are immensely important in the States 
are of no consequence over here; traditions which are immensely important over here are of 
no consequence in the States. And it is fair to say that as regards maternal deprivation and all 
that sort of thing, in this country it’s associated with my name and in the States it’s associated 
mostly with Spitz’s name. (Duschinsky, R. & White, K. (2020). Trauma and Loss: Key Texts from 
the John Bowlby Archive, pp. 201–202)
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It is worth noting that both Spitz and Bowlby were influenced by the unorthodox 
Hungarian psychoanalyst Sándor Ferenczi, who was a pioneer in recognising the 
importance of the mother–infant dyad and the traumatic effects of infant abuse. He 
recuperated Freud’s “seduction theory” and was then excommunicated, like Bowlby, 
from orthodox psychoanalysis.

6. For a comprehensive overview of this post-war intersection of psychoanalysis, 
attachment theory and social policy, see Michal Shapira’s fascinating The War Inside: 
Psychoanalysis, Total War, and the Making of the Democratic Self in Postwar Britain, 
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2013. The final chapter takes a close look at 
Bowlby’s and James Robertson’s influence.

7. See the California State’s radical ACEs Aware programme “Screen: Treat: Heal”, 
inaugurated by the ACEs pioneer Nadine Burke Harris—https://www.acesaware.
org/ (accessed 31 December 2020).
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The documentary film Resilience had a seminal influence on the Scottish public 
during the summer of 2017, when 2500 people attended screenings held across 
25 communities. The film’s director, Jamie Redford, attended the Scottish Premiere in 
April 2017, chaired by ACEs campaigner Tina Hendry. Both died, much too young, 
in 2020 from cancer. We are grateful for the innumerable ways in which their 
legacies live on.

Resilience Tour 2017

Jamie Redford & Tina Hendry. 
Photo taken in April 2017 at the 
Scottish Premiere of Resilience, Glasgow. 

Screenings were held in cinemas, schools, church halls and 
community centres. This image show the audience gathered 
at Falkirk High School.

The poster for the 2017 Resilience tour 
shows that most of the 25 screenings 
were sold out.

Poor outcomes 
are not 

inevitable
Tina Hendry

Tina Hendry’s badge from 
the 2018 ACE-Aware 
Scotland Conference, 
featuring her renowned 
quote, as described in 
Suzanne Zeedyk’s paper.
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ACE-Aware Scotland emerged in 2018. Led by a collaborative 
effort between two organisations, Tigers and connected baby, it 
built on the energy established in 2017 during the Resilience tour. 
Dr Nadine Burke Harris, a key figure in the film, was invited as 
key note speaker at a national conference with an ambitious title: 
Making Scotland The World’s First ACE-Aware Nation. Every year 
since, ACE-Aware Scotland has hosted a large event, drawing 
hundreds of attendees and featuring an international speaker. The 
aim is to build public awareness of the lifelong impact of childhood 
trauma. The quote badges from all speakers have become valued 
symbols of involvement, and the strapline a statement of ethos.

ACE-Aware Scotland

2018

Making Scotland an ACE-Aware Nation
Dr Nadine Burke Harris

2019

ACEs to Assets
Dr Gabor Maté

2020–2021

ACEs Conversation Series

2022

CompassionateCompassionate
PrisonsPrisons

1 June 20221 June 2022

We are only 5 million. We are only 5 million. 
We can do this.We can do this.

ProgrammeProgramme

Compassionate Prisons
Fritzi Hortzmann

2023

Immersive Event with 
Dr Gabor Maté

Website:
aceawarescotland.com

YouTube:
youtube.com/

@ace-awarescotland1020
“Believing in the transformative power of compassion”
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“Scotland’s relationally informed ACEs movement is valuable 
because it demonstrates the viability of an ACEs approach that is 
both theoretically rich and practically useful. It is unsurprising that this 
theoretical depth has gone largely unexplored at the grassroots level, 
given that such nuances are difficult to unpack in boisterous public 
debates. I hope space for that can be created soon, because…ACEs 
has given Scotland a shared language for talking not only about the 
distress of trauma, but also about the power of relationships.”

Suzanne Zeedyk, 2021

“The ACEs movement reiterates the progressive intentions of Bowlby 
and his colleagues in the mid-twentieth century. It puts at the heart of 
families and societies the need for safety and secure attachment, and 
it wills the resources to achieve this. It seeks to prevent, through good 
primary care and peer group support, many of those ills of adversity 
appearing in the first place….If not now, when?”

Simon Partridge, 2021

“Thus, adverse childhood experiences have effects of at least 
two kinds. First, they make the individual more vulnerable to later 
adverse experiences. Secondly, they make it more likely that he or 
she will meet with further such experiences.”

John Bowlby, 1982




